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1) Vibrator roller are useful for compacting:
A] Clayey soil
B] Crushed rock
C] Cohesionless soil Answer
D] Gravel

2) Soil is compacted at which one of the following when higher
compactive effort gives highest dry density:
A] Dry side of optimum moisture content
B] at optimum moisture content Answer
C] Wet side of optimum moisture content
D] Saturation moisture content.

3) Importance of Site plan
A) It gives details of side margins Answer
B) For billing purpose
C) To know the type of openings proposed.
D) To give a purchase order.

4) Necessity of perspective drawing
A) It is required for model making of the building.
B) It is necessary for advertisements of commercial projects.
C) It helps in landscaping around the structure.
D) All of the above Answer



5) Purposes of North direction
A) For orientation of Building.
B) It helps in planning of various units and their placement.
C) To avoid discrepancies in understanding of drawing.
D) All of the above Answer

6) Purposes of working drawing
A) To carry out actual construction work.
B) To get a better idea of work.
C) To understand the exact nature of work.
D) All of the above Answer

7) The orthographic projection of the station point on the picture
plane is called as center of vision
A) True Answer
B) False

8) Flow net is graphical representation of _____________
A] 3D flow
B] 2D flow
C] Laminar flow Answer
D] Turbulent flow

9) Value of cohesion in vane shear test is...............
A] Equal to undrained shear strength Answer
B] twice the value of shear strength
C] Half of undrained shear strength
D] Zero



10) The coefficient of curvature for well graded soil must be between
A] 0.5 and 1
B] 1 and 3 Answer
C] 3 and 4
D] 4 and 5

11) Stress isobar is imaginary line joining points of same
A] Reduced level
B] Lateral stress
C] Vertical stress Answer
D] Contact pressure

12) Flow of water in permeameter is:
A] Downward
B] upward
C] Horizontal
D] Vertical Answer

13) The shearing strength of cohesionless soil depends
upon__________
A] Dry density Answer
B] confining pressure
C] rate of loading
D] nature of loading

14)  ____________is a phenomenon by which soil on the downstream
side of some hydraulic structure gets lifted up due to excess water
pressure.
A] Pumping
B] Seepage



C] piping Answer
D] flow

15) Slope of strength envelope specifies the..................
A] Angle of internal friction Answer
B] Failure angle
C] Cohesion
D] none of these

16) Heavy compaction is required for
A] National highways
B] State highways
C] Runways Answer
D] Expressways

17) What is the numerical value of Ip if the soil is non-plastic :
A] 1
B] 2
C] 0.5
D] 0 Answer

18) The important shear strength parameters for a pure cohesive
soil are
A] Cohesion and angle of internal friction
B] cohesion Answer
C] Angle of internal friction
D] none of these



19) Shear strength of soil is due
A] Density and Porosity
B] Cohesion and Friction Answer
C] Density index and specific gravity
D] Relative density and water content

20) Depending upon the properties of material, the failure envelope
may be
A] Either straight or curved
B] cut the shear stress axis
C] Pass through origin
D] All of these Answer

21) The shear strength in plastic undrained clay is due to:
A] Intergranular friction
B] Internal friction
C] Cohesion Answer
D] None of these

22) Relative compaction is:
A] Similar to relative density
B] compaction process
C] Dry density obtained in the field
D] A ratio of γd of field to the γd of lab Answer

23) Point load approximation method is suitable for:
A] Uniformly distributed load over large area Answer
B] Strip load
C] line load
D] point load



24) For pure sandy soils:
A] Jodhpur miniature compaction test is recommended Answer
B] A well-defined OMC exists
C] Modified proctor test is recommended
D] Compaction curve is not useful

25) The depth of soil which contains capillary water is,
A] Capillary fringe
B] surface water
C] capillary rise Answer
D] capillary fall

26) Purposes of working drawing
A) To regularize the construction as per bye laws
B) To carry out actual construction work
C) To get a better idea of work
D) Both (b) & (c) Answer

27) Importance of Site plan
A) It shows adjacent road and road width.
B) It gives ideas about water & drainage lines.
C) To check the opening area for ventilation.
D) Both (a) & (b) Answer

28)  The most significant property of cohesionless soil
is____________
A] Gradation Answer
B] relative density
C] structure
D] formation



29) China clay is an example of:
A] Montmorillonite
B] kaolinite Answer
C] illite
D] halosite

30) An imaginary transparent plane set up between the observer’s
eye and the object is called as picture plane
A) True Answer
B) False
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